Welcome to ADBC Summit 2019!

Day 1 Logistics
02 October 2019
Gainesville, Florida
Summit Information

• Use the Wiki:
  – Wiki is continually updated with the latest info
  – Participant list with contact info

• Printed schedule
  – Overview of daily activities
Today’s Agenda (full-day)

• Morning and early afternoon:
  – ADBC program update
  – Welcome new TCNs!
  – Presentations from active TCNs

• Remainder of afternoon:
  – TCN panel discussion
  – Concurrent sessions
  – Wrap-up

• Evening:
  – Reception at Powell Hall
Looking Ahead

• **Tomorrow (half-day):**
  – Plenary session
  – Concurrent sessions
  – **Q&A session with NSF**
  – Summit wrap-up

  – Meeting space will be available in Powell Hall all afternoon
A few reminders...

• Wi-Fi
  – HiltonHonors
    • "I have a promotional code" = Hiltonmeetings
  – Eduroam
    • [https://getonline.ufl.edu/](https://getonline.ufl.edu/)

• Please silence your mobile devices
• Please mute your computer speakers & microphone
Presentations & Questions

• Please introduce yourself
• Please adhere to your allotted time
• Please be ready when the speaker before you is finished

• When you ask questions, please use the microphones so that everyone can hear
Concurrent Sessions

• Please take notes using the Google Docs
  – Links are provided on the Wiki

• Summarize the main points:
  – Summarize salient points, next steps, action items, etc. at the end of the notes document
Biodiversity Summit 2020

Mark your calendars! Help us celebrate digitization and biodiversity!

September 21-25, 2020
Alexandria, Virginia

Hosted by iDigBio, GBIF, TDWG, and the Smithsonian
Many thanks to the core team!
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Thank you and enjoy the Summit!